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ASTATEMENT, AN ACCOUNTING 
T he concepts that art is always a reflection of its precise moment in 
history, and that good art, by definition, must contain beneficial , although 
sometimes unpleasant, decipherable messages are two of the premises 
behind this exhibition and supporting catalogue. These assumptions about 
art's inherent interdisciplinary nature, and thus its ability to investigate 
and measure social and aesthetic changes, are what makes WORDS &#s 
meaningful. The challenge in organizing WORDS &#s has been to be as 
true as possible to the simplicity of the pieces without diminishing their 
underlying complexity that mirrors life. 
WORDS &#s is not encyclopaedic. No attempt has been made to 
include all aspects of what the title might imply. Many influential artists 
from the past thirty years who have worked with text and/or numbers have 
been omitted. Also missing are examples of how language and 
mathematics have made significant contributions to such contemporary 
art forms as bookmaking , video, performance, and gallery and site­
specific installations. Another notable point is that one will not find the 
slightest evidence that some of the best examples of recent text art have 
been done by folk, naive, and visionary artists, and by urban "guerilla" 
po litical art movements. 
WORDS &#s might lead to the misconception that the use of text in 
contemporary art is almost exclusively an American phenomenon-that 
English is the language of choice in today's art world . In truth , the almost 
exclusive use of English in WORDS &#s was acuratorial decision , meant 
to erase unnecessary barriers between the work and the viewer in order to 
al low the artist's "voice" to be heard as clearly as she or he requires . Yet, 
now that art has achieved, for the first time, a true international flavor 
(supported by a multinational marketplace and international periodicals), it 
is curious that so many visual artists are adopting language as their 
method of communication. Their choice certainly has some isolationist 
overtones. In WORDS &Is, our only deviation from the use of English 
text is one painting by Meyer Vaisman enti tled Giorgio. One of the merits 
of this New York artist's painting is how very American it remains despite 
the fact that the text is in Italian and Latin. 
Over the past two decades, the placement of text into works of art 
has become an almost international epidemic. Once a revolutionary form 
of art expression , today many lesser artists mindlessly employ text solely 
to achieve adesirable appearance. For many artists the text "look" is no 
more than the new academic style. In prior times, when a means of art 
communication became too popular and too easy (and thus academic), it 
was readily abandoned by artists dedicated to true aesthetic research. This 
is one of the reasons that movements such as Cubism and Abstract 
Expressionism receded into history. Yet it is not so easy for serious artists 
to abandon their right to use language simply because other artists are 
using it indiscriminately, or because to do so has isolationist implications. 
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For artists who work with text and numbers, the judgement as to 
whether it is imitative and academic or not resides in the arts ' content­
its imaginative and appropriate nature. The value of using language in art 
has too many benefits, including the ability to communicate precisely and 
at many different tempos. WORDS & #s proves that simple Helvetica text 
can be poetic, expressionistic, or descriptive. As well , words and numbers 
invade our lives in so many ways that they cannot be overlooked as 
relevant subject matter. They are at the heart of Pop culture, even more 
than photographs. Truly, they are contemporary landscapes and stili lifes. 
Look through the display ads in today's New York Times, this week's Time 
magazine, this month 's Artforum, or take a walk through any urban 
environment, and look at the visual messages bombarding you in both 
print and electronic form-you wi ll see from where the aesthetic in 
WORDS & #s is derived. Realism , Pop Art, and Conceptual Art all playa 
role in this show. Certainly, there are Pop elements in the appearance as 
well as Conceptual elements in Jenny Holzer's politically motivated LED 
box when it states: "DANCE ON DOWN TO THE GOVERNMENT AND TELL 
THEM THAT YOU'RE EAGER TO RULE BECAUSE YOU KNOW WHAT'S 
GOOD FOR YOU" and in Hachivi Edgar Heap of Birds 's caustic , black-and­
white imitation of corporate advertising when he graphically designs the 
three-part messages: "BURNING DEBT, BURNING BURGERS; FOOD FOR 
THE BRICK PRICK; THE LIZARD FEEDS U.S." or "THE BRUTALITY 
WHICH IS AMERICA; RAISES MAO DOGS: THAT WERE ONCE BEAUTIFUL 
CHILDREN." Both these artists show skill at turning advertising media 
back on itself so as to promote their personal political agendas. 
Although text art began in the caves of southern France and has deep 
roots in the early part of this century, it was not until the 1960s that 
language became a major force in visual arts communication. In both Pop 
Art and Conceptual Art, wo rks displaying words and numbers took on a 
revolutionary look. Influenced by advertising approaches, a magnification 
in the point size of letters occurred , and no longer did text have to be 
subordinate to other deSign images. During this period, most text art 
tended to explore aspects of its own discipline Good early examples are 
Lichtenstein 's painting of the word ART, created in 1962, which boldly, 
playfully, and seriously (all at the same time) describes itself in the most 
basic manner. Lichtenstein again speaks to art issues in his 1964 canvas 
Composition I when he illustrates in Pop manner the cover of a school 
composition book; certainly the word "composition" has been given 
double meaning. These two examples, as with all the pieces in WORDS & 
Is, illustrate the unique nature of text art: to place the maker very clearly 
into the position of art and social critic. The exhibition and catalogue rely 
upon this fact, and each of the works has in common readable statements 
and calculations about the world of art and the times in which it was 
made. 
The most often heard criticism about the use of large quantities of 
text in paintings, prints, and drawings is that they demand so much time 




WOROS &Is, where many pieces demand that the viewer stand and read 
for one to two minutes. But in truth, this criticism has more to do with 
prejudices and preferences than unfair requirements of awork of art. It is 
levied mostly by individuals who have never really looked at, or attempted 
to interpret, awork of art. Deciphering works of art should aemand a 
willingness from its viewers to give not just time, but also mental and 
emotional energy, and to bring with them the necessary education and 
experiences. This is true for text art, just as it is for a Northern 
Renaissance painting or a composition by Poussin . 
Lastly, the obvious must be stated: Artists do not create art in order 
to support a curatorial concept, such as the thesis underlying this 
exhibition and catalogue. Creating acomplete package is uniquely a 
curatorial task and, although possibly valuable, is divorced from art 
making. Each of the artworks that comprise this exhibition and catalogue 
was created for itself and intended to stand as an isolated product and 
didactic lesson. Their true worth is not how useful or comparable they are 
to other art objects, but how they creatively and intelligently accomplish 
their goals and affect people's lives. 
#### 
WOROS &#s began with a question: How did we as asociety evolve, 
in only thirty years , from the flower child optimism of the 1960s, so well 
symbolized by Robert Indiana's image LOVE, to the despair, cynicism, and 
materialism that today could bring about such a poignant work as Jessica 
Diamond's piece entitled T. V. Telepathy? In Diamond's 1989 wall 
painting, which takes the form of atelevision screen, she proclaims in 
bold, black letters: "EAT SUGAR SPEND MONEY." Other questions quickly 
follow, such as how and why did Indiana's four letters, L-O-V-E, reappear . 
two decades later in a new logo format, A-I-D-S? Could General Idea's 
AIDS be a more relevant, four-letter way of saying "love" today? What 
makes Jasper Johns's famous counting image 0 through 9 so correct for 
its time, and John Lindell's T-CELL COUNT door number plaque so "dead" 
right for today when understood in relationship to our raging AIDS 
epidemic? Surely Johns's ability to see the abstract, two-dimensional 
relationships between the artist's picture plane and such things as 
numbers, letters, flags, maps, etc., has been one of the most important art 
achievements of this century. This 1960s discovery helped open the door 
later in the decade for the Conceptual Art movement-a movement whose 
stated goal was to enlarge the boundaries of art-an objective 
accomplished, as WORDS &#s indicates. 
Because Conceptual Art was more an attitude than a style, both 
traditional and nontraditional manners of investigation and recording 
information were employed. When one thinks of this loosely knit 
movement, painting is not what first comes to mind, but rather the use of 
photography as a means of documenting performances and site-specific 
sculptures. In truth, as WORDS &#s clarifies, the Conceptual period was 
a tremendously healthy period for painting. It was also avery 
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revolutionary one, and seemingly has changed forever the expectations of 
the discipline. Artists such as Joseph Kosuth, John Baldessari, On 
Kawara, and Roman Opalka were able to perceive (with the help of 
Duchamp's earlier ready mades) that their paintings could be documents 
of ideas and activities. The assumption that the real aesthetic force in a 
work of art could come exclusively from the underlying ideas rather than 
how paint is applied greatly freed these four artists (as well as others) to 
experiment with both counting and text. They, like so many artists since 
the late 1960s, have found the employment of language and mathematics 
to be a useful tool for achieving their stated aims: 
15) 	 Since no form is intrinsically superior to another, the artist may 
use any form, from an expression of words (written or spoken) to 
physical reality, equally. 
16) 	 If words are used, and they proceed from ideas about art, then 
they are art and not literature, numbers are not mathematics. 
17) 	 All ideas are art if they are concerned with art and fall within the 
conventions of art. 
32) 	 Banal ideas cannot be rescued by beautiful execution. 
33) 	 It is difficult to bungle a good idea. 
-From Sol LeWitt's "Sentences on Conceptual Art" (1969) 
Each of these sentences by Sol LeWitt encompasses the spirit 
behind the art in WORDS & #s and is thus extremely useful toward an 
understanding of the exhibition . What is not in the spirit is LeWitt's last 
sentence, #35, which states: "These sentences comment on art, but are 
not art"-a limitation that the artists in this exhibition refuse to accept. We 
see this clearly in Mel Bochner's 1968 wall painting, where he writes on a 
black painted wall in white chalk the phrase "Language Is Not 
Transparent." It is equally as clear in Joseph Kosuth's Text/Context 
(Conventional) when he places the following information into his 1978 
silkscreen: 
This (thing before you) that you are looking at, reading, is part of 
other things, other discourses. This text, as a cluster of 
conventions, connects you with it even while it attempts to see 
itself. ... This text frames itself, but the discourse frames it. All 
those things you can't see, can't read, affect your seeing, your 
reading of this text and your seeing of this discourse. This text 
takes nothing for granted but it's still trapped . ... This discourse 
isn't just what we see, it is that through which we see. 
John Baldessari follows the theme of creating works of art that 




1967 canvas entitled Exhibiting Paintings. Baldessari's informal hand­
printed black-and-white presentation onto canvas invests his statement 
not only with art criticism but also with humor: 
ALMOST EVERY PAINTER ARRIVES AT THE STAGE WHEN HE 
WOULD LIKE TO EXHIBIT HIS WORK. IT IS AGOOD IDEA TO HAVE 
YOUR PAINTINGS SHOWN WITH THOSE OF OTHERS, IT GIVES YOU 
APERSPECTIVE ON YOUR WORK. ... AT OTHER TIMES THE 
PAINTING THAT SEEMED SO COLORFUL AND STRONG IN YOUR 
STUDIO LOOKS DRAB AND WEAK ALONGSIDE OTHER PICTURES. 
There are interesting similarities to be found in the works of On 
Kawara and Roman Opalka. For one, their canvases are actually 
documentation of "life" performances. The objects themselves, though 
quite beautiful, are not the real art, but rather must be seen as the 
measurement of time. Each of these artists has been able to merge art and 
life together in Zen-like fashion. As well, each has been creating one 
continuous piece since the 1960s. Opalka, using one canvas after another, 
has been attempting to count to infinity, and Kawara seems to be 
disciplining his life as well as proclaiming his existence. By creating his 
"Today" series of meticulous (yet freehand) paintings, Kawara invests in 
these "date paintings" his personal interest in the "now." These works are 
about making conscious choices: "Shall I make a painting today? Will it be 
black? Will it be blue? What size will it be and how many layers will I be 
able to complete?" For the viewer, however, what is offered has less to do 
with the "now," and more to do with history and with future prospects. 
The viewer is led to concentrate, through the information given, on the 
artist's history as well as to ponder the artist's future endeavors. 
Although the works themselves are quite beautiful in their appearance, 
with their subtle variations, what is particularly peculiar about them is how 
fresh and timely they now seem, even though their chosen format is well 
over twenty years old. One of the most enjoyable aspects of seeing an 
exhibition of either Kawara's or Opalka's works is not to see what the 
newest work looks like, but rather to discover the progress that has been 
made. Who says that the definition of art is static? 
Although WORDS &#s is meant to be read as a timeline, with the 
explicit purpose of making clear that very real changes have occurred 
inside and outside the art world since the 1960s, changes in art history 
(as in real history) are actually very complex. In order for change to 
happen, whether in the world of aesthetics or social behavior, there must 
first be an awareness of a specific need. History has proven that real 
needs are difficult to identify, and that when they finally are, it is not at a 
universal moment, neither for a discipline nor for a nation. In spite of this, 
both the art world and the one we live in are today drastically different 
from thirty years ago, and although some attitudes and visual similarities 
are still easily found, they should be seen only as residue, rather than as 
the beat of contemporary times. 
, 
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As the twentieth century comes to a close, our cities are breaking 
down, along with the family structure. Easy-to-obtain drugs are 
destroying our health and our schools. Our federal laws seem to have 
loopholes that allow one interpretation for straights, and quite another 
for gays and women. The crime rate is rising , and the death penalty is 
back. The poor and oppressed are on the streets, and we all fear that if 
polluted air and water don't kill us or our children, then racism brought 
on by years of neglect and injustice will. Also, satellites bring the plight 
of the third world into our living rooms, informing and anesthetizing us 
simultaneously. And, of course, there is the bomb. 
The use of language and numbers in painting differs between 
Conceptual artists and our current generation of Neo-Conceptual artists 
in how the latter perceive their objects. Whereas Conceptualists gave 
little respect to the "thing" itself, other than as a documentation of ideas 
and acts, today's artists place as much aesthetic importance on the 
craft and method of presenting information as they do on the quality of 
the information itself. The art of these two groups do not seem 
disparagingly different in look. In WOROS &#s the appearance of a 
1960s Kosuth is very comfortable alongside Alfredo Jaar's; that has 
less to do with aesthetic intent than it does with aesthetic changes 
concerning taste. 
In truth, all the very real aesthetic differences pale in comparison 
to the dramatic changes that have taken place in art's content since 
1960. Broadly speaking, the art "back then" went about exploring 
abstract ideas, talking about art, and things like time, space, and forms. 
Questioning the semantics of a simple spoken phrase was of great 
interest to many of these artists as well as exploring the property of 
things. In WORDS &Is, this is clearly visible in both wall installations 
by Mel Bochner. 
Consistent with postmodern's disillusionment with the modernist 
belief in the avant-garde and its positive ideas about progress, a new 
generation of artists represented in WORDS &#s have replaced the 
1960s interest in abstract ideas for the above-mentioned morality 
issues. Jessica Diamond's "EAT SUGAR SPEND MONEY" (T. V. 
Telepathy) installation and General Idea's AIDS print make this point, 
as do Ashley Bickerton 's Good and 8ad prints created in 1988/89. Mike 
Kelley's 1989 felt banner with its collaged message "LET'S TALK 
ABOUT-DISOBEYING" concerns ideas of morality. Even more 
powerfully, David Wojnarowicz's mixed media canvas Untitled delivers 
the message that art in the 1980s has left its cocoon constructed of 
abstract theories. Wojnarowicz himself, carrying a death sentence in the 
form of the AIDS virus, places onto his canvas the following text: 
... after the last few years of losing count of the friends and 
neighbors who have been dying slow vicious and unnecessary 
deaths because fags and dykes and junkies are expendable in 
this country . .. and as each T-cell disappears from my body it is 
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replaced by ten pounds of pressure ten pounds of rage and I focus 
on that rage . .. and the egg is starting to crack america seems to 
understand and accept murder on a daily basis . .. 
Example after example of who we are, what we do, and how we 
should behave toward each other are evident in this exhibition and 
catalogue. It is visible in Larry Johnson's piece entitled Untitled 
(Sampler) when the "voice" in this appropriated text states: "I have 
internalized a structure where I legislate my own behavior-my speech, 
my actions, my inclinations.... I see myself as a by-product of the 
condition that I find myself in." That Johnson did appropriate the text and 
that he is openly gay are important to an understanding of the work, 
which can be seen as a new means for exploring the idea of self­
portraiture in art. 
Annette Lemieux asks who, what, and where questions in her large 
1988 latex on canvas painting entitled Where Am I? as does Barbara 
Kruger in her enormous 1990 piece Untitled (Love Is Something You 
Fall Into). Interesting as well are the multiple readings possible in Kay 
Rosen's seemingly simple, acronym-like paintings entitled Out of Order, 
onto which she has placed the images 0.0.0. When read numerically and 
summed up, they express a sense of void and despair, whereas when 
read phonetically, a shallow 1990s sound reminiscent of sexual 
exhilaration is revealed. The work talks about the image "0" as standing 
for complete or incomplete; the whole as opposed to the hole. Consistent 
with the painting's acronym concept, Rosen has made three identical Out 
of Order pieces that must be perceived as unique works rather than as 
multiples or additions. 
In the Vietnam paintings of David Smith, numbers act as metaphors 
for real life-and-death situations, and although mathematical theories of 
chance playa role, chance here is connected to fortunes of war. Smith, a 
veteran of the Vietnam War, asks, "Why wasn't I killed?" and goes about 
making his ritualistic paintings that employ minute images of not only 
words and numbers, but also of jet fighters and helicopters. I n making 
these works, the artist has, in effect, created a beautiful but deadly 
gameboard. On his "field of vision" the artist allows random events to 
happen, and while doing so he remembers the firefights and the napalm. 
Another artist who successfully connects statistics to art in a humanistic 
manner in WOROS & #s is Nancy Dwyer. In her sculpture Race Rage, 
each of the colors and letters in the word r-a-g-e actually symbolize the 
racial population of specific groups in New York City-each group 
identified by color. 
WOROS & #s indicates that women artists, although still 
underrepresented in the gallery and museum structure, have made much 
progress in recent years toward their rightfully deserved recognition. This 
is further proof of how art and life are intertwined and reflects clearly the 
maturation of the feminist movement from where it existed in the sixties. 
Shocking as it may seem today, a textbook reading about Pop and 




artists simply had neither an interest in popular culture nor an 
inclination for deep thinking. The words and numbers in WORDS &#s 
not only document changes and growth in the women's movement but 
also alter our view of numerous aspects of contemporary society. 
Many artists today show a fascination with the art discipline itself. 
But unlike Lichtenstein, Kosuth, and Bochner, who in the past explored 
the formal and abstract implications of art making. today's Neo-Pop 
and Neo-Conceptual artists are paying particular attention to the 
humanistic aspects of the art "business." Sean Landers and Cary 
Leibowitz each invented imaginary alter egos to accomplish their 
missions, and David Diao has been constructing a series of paintings 
centered around the teachings and statements of Alfred H. Barr. Jr.. 
founding director of the Museum of Modern Art In one of Diao's 
paintings, Revisions, the artist depicts on canvas Barr's "simplistic" 
diagram of Cubism and abstraction, the image taken from the cover of 
his book, Cubism and Abstract Art. Yet Barr himself obviously 
understood, even as he was diagramming, the true complexities of the 
movements, and that his diagram wasn't written in stone: Barr's 
repeated strokes with a yellow marker indicate the afterthoughts that 
his original diagram lacked. In another of Diao's paintings, based on 
quotes from Barr's Moscow Diary, written while on a curating trip to 
Russia, the viewer discovers more about the nature of the man himself. 
as Diao quotes him over and over again: "I must find some painters if 
possible." 
Sean Landers has created the obnoxious and pitiful New York 
sculptor Chris Hamson, a perfect example of "artist-as-failure ." Landers 
introduces us to Chris through a series of exposes scribbled onto 
yellow, lined notebook paper, which he crudely tapes to the wall. These 
exposes, falling under the umbrella title Art, Life, and God, are often 
several pages in length and quite whiney. His tirades show an artist full 
of self-doubt and obsessed with sex, death, and masturbation. (Aren't 
we all?) From this "loser's" point of view, we learn surprising truths 
about the inner circles of the New York gallery scene, such as the latest 
happenings with art dealer Mary Boone or what "dumb" thing Donald 
Kuspit said. Landers, through Chris's "voice," creates for the viewer 
(these are art objects to be viewed, not simply read) what it is like to be 
on the outside and to have your work rejected by the "system." 
Leibowitz's alter ego, like Landers's, is a pathetic character named 
CANDYASS, whose "confessions" are a facade. CANDYASS, through 
such statements as 'There are 2 things I need to watch 4 the rest of my 
life; my weight and my racism" implies that he does have a social 
conscience, and that he cares about issues of humanity. But of course, 
the transparency of this character is made obvious by Leibowitz 
through both his careful phrasing and his choice of a floor mat as his 
message bearer. Only a jerk (like CANDYASS) could, in one sentence, 




As can be seen in WORDS & Is, artists working today are bound to 
their milieu as they perceive it. Certainly, the transitions that have taken 
place in the art world over the last thirty years have been reflections of all 
the complexities that we, as a society, have encountered. It would be 
impossible to have lived through wars and assassinations, space 
conquests, protests for civil rights, the "me" generation, the sexual 
revolution, or a twentieth-century plague without changes in the 
appearance and content of art. 
#### 
There are many people whose assistance with WORDS & #s must 
be recognized. Absolutely, neither the exhibition nor the catalogue could 
exist without the generosity of many museums, galleries, and collectors. 
Robert Shiffler, Deborah Wye, and Antonio Homem should be singled 
out. Arcorp, Inc. should be congratulated for its willingness to sponsor 
an exhibition filled with political messages. Terri Schalnat, the museum's 
assistant director, has been involved with all aspects of this project, from 
curating on down. Her many skills played an important part in making 
WORDS &#s a success and she deserves my gratitude. As well, I would 
like to thank Stuart Delk, the museum's preparator, and the students who 
worked with him during the installation of the exhibition. Also deserving 
of thanks is Annette Rezek not only for her typing skills, but for her 
writing assistance as well. To Ron Wukeson and Connie Steele for the 
final editing of the text, and to Theresa Almond, who, as always, has 
created a handsome catalogue design-thank you. And very special 
thanks go to Carol Nathanson for her interesting and thoughtful essay 
which helps put WORDS & #s into its historical context. Well done, 
Carol! 
This having been said, the fact is that the most informative essay in 
WORDS & #s is not mine or Carol's but rather has been created by the 
artists. Each of these artists' words and calculations, when they were 
said or when they were figured out, do prove the exhibition's contention 
that art is a reflection of its precise moment-and that art is readable and 
understandable to those who are willing to give it time and thought. 
WORDS & #s also proves that, although the above statement is an 
underlying factor of all art, since the sixties the employment of text has 
become one of the paramount means for visual arts communication due 
to both its precision and ambiguity. I am extremely grateful to these 
artists for their critical thoughts, some of which are hopeful, and all of 
which are insightful. 
:?'\ \----€. 





Pablo Picasso, Glass and Bottle of Suze, 191 2 
Pasted paper, gouache, and charcoal 
25 '14' x 19 '/4" 
Washington University Gallery of Art, Sl. Louis 
IN THE BEGINNING WERE WORDS (AND NUMBERS): THE EXISTING 
TRADITION 
.. . label, notice, and advertisement playa very important aesthetic role in 
the modern city and are well-suited for incorporation into works of art. 
-Guillaume Apollinaire (1913)1 
Artists who have chosen to work with text in the 1970s and 1980s have 
been conscious of the great body of earlier twentieth-century work that 
incorporates words and numbers. It exists as atradition to be referenced 
(in keeping with the contemporary tendency to recycle styles and imagery) , 
worked against, and extended. Yet, the original formal , narrative, and 
conceptual issues that intrigued earlier modernists, far from being entirely 
exhausted, continue to inform the recent work. Just what werethose areas 
of concern? 
When text first began to appear in modernist art, from 1909, it 
reflected a mystical belief in the equivalency of different forms of 
expression. Cubists, Futurists, and other members of the avant-garde had 
come of age in the era of Symbolism, with its emphasis on 
correspondences and synaesthesia. In addition , prewar performances of the 
Russian Ballet, which brought together nontraditional choreography, music, 
costume and decor, and the demonstrations of Jaques-Dalcroze's 
Eurhythmic exercises, for which designer Gordon Craig created abstract 
sets, allested to the fruitful results of crossover and collaboration and , most 
importantly, were seen as proof of the ultimate unity underlying all 
experience and endeavor. Walter Kolle has aptly described the melding of 
word and image in early twentieth-century art as a synaesthetic strategy for 
re-establishing asense of at-oneness with the world that had been enjoyed 
by man in a more primitive state.2 
Such perceptions were reflected in the development of close working 
relationships between poets and artists: Apollinaire and the Cubists; 
Marinelli and the Futurist artists; Kruchenykh , Khlebnikov, and Malevich; 
Ball , Tzara, and the Dada painters; and Breton and the Surrealists. Some of 
the poets themselves configured text into visual designs, the most notable 
examples being Apollinai re's calligrammes of 1914-18 and Marinelli 's 
parole in liberta of 1912-c.1919 (the mock-ups for wh ich were actual 
collages) . In the calligrammes, text forms the shapes of specific objects. In 
addition, as in Marinelli 's poems which include linear markings and 
schematic images in addition to words, lellers, and numbers, text displays 
pictorial qualities intended to produce sensory impressions. 
A belief in the productive results of interdisciplinary effort has 
persisted into the contemporary period, based on perceptions of shared 
stylistic and thematic concerns but divorced from mystical premises. It is 
seen in actual collaboration, such as that between the poet Frank O'Hara 
and the painters Norman Bluhm, Grace Hartigan, and Larry Rivers ,3 as well 
as in Pop artist Robert Indiana's presentation of the words of Walt Whitman 
and Herman Melville, quintessential American writers, in a hard-edged, 
commercial , American-looking style. 
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The incorporation of words into art seemed not only to deny 
separation between forms of expression but to militate.against distinctions 
between art and life itself. Newsprint, labels, calling cards, and similar 
elements used in collage brought the printed matter of daily life directly 
into the rarified world of art. The words themselves often referenced 
familiar aspects of cafe life, including popular drinks and music and jokes 
or puns, some involving sexual innuendoes.4 In Picasso's Glass and Bottle 
of Suze, a papier colle of 1912 (Fig. 1), an effective interplay is established 
between the public and private spheres and between the dramatic and the 
everyday, suggesting the multifaceted nature of human experience. The 
artist has used printed text from a popular literary source (what appears to 
be aserialized romantic novel) to form parts of the objects on the cafe 
table; behind the still life grouping, in the background , appear newspaper 
clippings reporting on the conflict in the Balkans and an anti-militarist 
demonstration.5 
The Italian Futurists extended their interest in correspondences into 
an exploration of the bombardment of the senses occurring in modern life. 
For the Futurist artist or writer, a moment in time was charged with 
multiple sense-impressions, vividly and simultaneously received . In 
Futurist image-poems and paintings, words and numbers function 
evocatively, re-creating the atmosphere of the train station , dance hall, 
political rally, and battlefield. This aim is accomplished not only through 
words that recall signs and other printed matter found in such settings­
elements that also appear in Cubist art, Picasso's work in particular, 
revealing a keen interest in varieties of typeface6-but also through using 
words, word fragments, and arrangements of letters to simulate the 
sounds of machinery, music, and the human voice. 
The Cubists' and Futurists' use of words to evoke the experience of 
familiar environments finds an echo in Pop and Photo-realist depictions of 
roadsigns, billboards, and neon letters, signs that loom large and assume 
an authority only hinted at in Cubist/Futurist prototypes. The condition of 
information overload , first addressed in Futurist art, has become a focus 
for more contemporary artists like Barbara Kruger, who view the situation 
in negative terms and whose aim is to expose the powerful influence of the 
media on thinking and behavior. Connections with the Cubists' playful 
treatment of language, including jokes and vulgar allusions, can be 
discovered in both Pop and Chicago Imagist work of the 1960s, as well as 
in more recent Neo-Expressionist art where, however, it assumes a more 
violent, threatening, or provocative tone.7 
When introduced into an art context, words and numbers lose the 
neutrality, the transparency that they have as the building blocks of 
language. No longer simply avehicle through which ideas are 
communicated , they become, at least to some degree, visual entities. The 
formal qualities of text can , of course, be exploited to reinforce subject 
concerns. This occurs most obviously in Futurist work, where variation in 
Figure 2 
Stuart Davis, Owh! In San Paa. 1951 
Oil on canvas 
52 '/4" x 41 3/4" 
Collection of Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Purchase 52.2 
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the scale, style, and disposition of the text helps convey information 
about specific sights and sounds. Yet such elements can also operate on 
a more purely visual level. As Jasper Johns, in emphasizing the 
nonreferential nature of his number pieces, has put it, "what's being done 
is making something to be looked at."8 Words and numbers can be read 
as shape and tone, as rhythmic form, and as a "texturing" of the surface. 
They can be used to affirm the flatness of the support and, like other 
planar el ements within a composition , establish differing degrees of 
depth. The role that text is capable of playing in the visual operations of a 
piece is most clearly demonstrated by those works in which word and 
number seem to metamorphose into abstract, calligraphic markings. 
Among the best-known examples are Mira's tableaux-poemes of the 
1920s, including the well-known painting A Bird Pursues a Bee and 
Brings It Down, and works by Stlfart Davis like Owh! In San Paa of 1951 
(Fig. 2), in which the potential for the more print-like words and numbers 
in the painting to take on formal value is enhanced by the presence of 
overtly pictorial text, formed by active, irregular shapes, and of 
completely abstract elements that have the look of script. Chryssa's 
monumental light construction , The Gates to Times Square of the mid­
1960s, revea ls similar concerns. Beginning with cast aluminum letters 
and segments of commercial neon signs, the artist exploits fragmentation 
and repetition of form to work away from concrete meaning. 
Becausewords and numbers are so closely associated with 
cognition and related activities-the naming, enumeration, and 
description of what we encounter in the world around us-it was only 
natural that artists should attempt to use these elements in an 
anthropomorphic manner, to create symbolic representations of 
individuals, as well as to suggest, in a more general way, human presence 
or the human condition. Marsden Hartley's German military subjects of 
1913-15, several of which pay homage to two young officers to whom 
the American modernist was attached, offer striking examples of the first 
type of work. Within these densely patterned abstractions appear initials 
representing names, symbols derived from regimental insignia, 
references to age, and numerical representations of transcendence and 
renewal as fo und in occult literature, these last becoming especially 
significant fo r Hartley after the death of one of the men .9 For Hartley, 
numbers were fraught with mystical significance. Noting that 4 was the 
number of the house in which he was staying in Berlin in 1913, he 
confided in a letter, "I must learn what 4 means."10 He seems here to echo 
the views of the Post-Impressionist and Symbolist artist Paul Gauguin , 
who commented on the "fatality of numbers" to his friend Emile 
Schuffenecker and added, "Have the figures 3 and 7 been sufficiently 
discussed?"11 
Hartley's friend , Charles Demuth , also practiced a symbolic form of 
portraiture. Demuth 's "poster portraits" of the 1920s and related studies 
celebrate the creativity of American artists, writers, and performers whom 
the painter admired. In the completed portraits, an effective contrast is 
established between the directness of the style in which text and images 
are rendered and the works' personal and sometimes cryptic references. 
Demuth 's portrait of John Marin (Fig. 3) , for example , contains 
nationalistic imagery, which may allude not only to that artist's emphasis 
on the American city and landscape but also to Marin 's conservative 
political views. 12 Robert Indiana in particular has looked to Demuth 's way 
of working, adopting his commercial style, commemorative approach to 
subject matter and inclination to hermeticism, which , as in Hartley's 
work, frequently involves number symbolism . 
Among the sources suggested for Demuth 's symbolic work are the 
proto-Dada and Dadaist portraits produced by Man Ray, Marcel 
Duchamp, Francis Picabia, and Marius de Zayas (who may have 
influenced Hartley, as well).1 3These artists, who were associated 
principally with the Arensberg circle in America, were uninterested in 
representing physical appearances. Instead, they looked to words and 
numbers, equations, diagrams, and mechanomorphic imagery to 
illuminate the "essence" of their portrait subjects. 
Recognition of the ability of text, especially numbers, to represent 
human existence, thought, and activity underlies a variety of 
contemporary work. It includes the serial "Today" pieces in which 
Japanese artist On Kawara documents present time and the artist's 
existence within it through representations of dates. The work of the 
German systemic artist Hanne Darboven , whose pieces often take their 
starting point from a specific calendar date, has a similar thrust. 
Darboven, who obsessively writes out lengthy sets of numbers, both in 
the form of numerals and as words, experiences a sense of her own 
being in the process of this undertaking. Jonathan Borofsky's methodical 
numbering of dream-derived pieces provides yet another example of the 
association of numbers with self. 
The Dada and Surrealist groups' interest in transforming inanimate 
objects into living presences influenced the tendency of a number of 
post-World War II artists to treat letters and numbers as beings in their 
own right. Alfred Jensen, who in the 1950s began creating pattern 
paintings utilizing, among other elements, symbols from the number 
systems of ancient civilizations, has referred to his "emblematic 
structures"-whether numbers, colors, or values-as actors who 
assume roles and "play act their energies' presence . .. ."14 The ragged 
numerals advertising prices in Claes Oldenburg's Store of 1961 and the 
ghostly, obscured letters and numbers with which Jasper Johns began 
working in the mid-1950s are full of pathos; they seem to struggle in an 







Charles Demuth, John Mann, 1925 
Poster paint on wood 
26 '14" x 33 
Gift of Georgia O'Keeffe to the Collection of American Literature, 
Belnecke Rare Book and Manuscript library, Yale University, 
New Haven. 
installation piece The X, created by sculptor Ron Bladen in 1966-67, or 
the monumental letter paintings of Bladen 's friend , AI Held. 
Johns's difficult-to-decipher alphabet and number works and the 
artist's map and color subjects, which introduce inconsistent or erroneous 
labelling , reflect another area explored by artists working with text: the 
problem of comprehending reality and of communicating information 
about it. The art historical precedents for this line of investigation include 
Kazimir Malevich 's Cubo-Futurist paintings of 1913-14, which contain 
words and word fragments that bear no clear relationship to the works' 
pictorial contents. Malevich believed that he had developed astyle, to 
which he referred as "alogical" painting or "zaum realism" (a realism 
operating beyond rational bounds), that freed both word and image to 
operate within a realm of pure expression. Work of this sort, however, 
also intimated that conventional forms of communication were flawed or 
deficient. In at least one instance, the Russian artist seems to have 
addressed the issue of signification more directly. Having created what 
appears to be asignboard for a fishmonger, Malevich inscribed it with the 
word "Tailor. "ls This piece anticipates the Surrealist Rene Magritte's 
painti ngs of 1927- 30, in which familiar objects are labelled with words 
denoting entirely different items, and that artist's well-known Treason of 
Images of the same period , in which a pipe, depicted in astraightforward, 
commercial-looking style, bears the legend "This is not a pipe." The close 
relationship between image and descriptive phrase, taken for granted 
because of past experience that captions clarify rather than obscure 
meaning, is suddenly ruptured. The viewer, uncertain which to bel ieve, the 
image or the text, eventually begins to suspect that neither embodies 
reality. 
The Treason of Images also reveals the power of words to alter our 
comprehension of what we perceive. The conceptual ist John Baldessari, 
an artist whose own work owes much to Surrealist example, continues 
this line of investigation in photographic works like Kissing Series: Susan. 
Nose Touching Palm Frond (Centered) of 1975, in which a palm branch 
that would normally read as part of the background shifts position as a 
result of the description provided by the title and appears to "kiss" the 
nose of the figure in theforeground. As in Magritte 's work, humor is 
involved, the arti st delighting in pulling the rug out from under the viewer, 
smug in his assumptions. The more politically focused art of Jenny Holzer 
also sets up situations in which information suddenly becomes 
questionable. Holzer's Truisms, offering in quick succession dogmatic 
statements that have little to do with each other and that are at times 
contradictory, leave viewers in a state of doubt and demonstrate that any 
viewpoint can assume validity if stated assertively enough and presented 
in a format assoc iated with neutral communication of fact (the flashing 
LED display) or with undisputed truth (the inscribed plaque) . 
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It is possible that Malevich , the Dadaist and Surrealist artists, and 
other modernists were familiar with linguistic studies such as'those of 
Fernand de Saussure and Ludwig Wittgenstein, both of whose 
investigatio ns point up the limits of sign systems in representing realitY,16 
John Welchman has, however, argued convincingly that Dada/Surrealist 
interests were less influenced by specialized linguistic sources than by 
more general ideas about language expressed in the writings of Nietzsche, 
Bergson, and Freud, which were popular in artistic and intellectual circles, 
He finds that the work was, ultimately, the product of the artists' own 
inventiveness in pursuit of the vital, the evocative, and the iconoclasticH 
For the Dadaists and Surrealists, as for other members of the twentieth­
century avant-garde, the manipulation of words and numbers proved one 
of the most effective means of achieving such fundamental aims, 
Carol A, Nathanson 
Associate Professor of Art History 
Wright State University 
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Joseph Kosuth, Text/Context (Conventional), 1978 
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This (thing before you) that you are looking at, reading, is part of other things, 
other discourses. This text, as a cluster of conventions, connects you to it even 
while it attempts to see itself. In order to locate itself in the real world it makes 
itself visible (not an instrument, a window, a narrative). Perhaps it could leave itself 
and talk about that 'real world' (that context which surrounds and includes you), 
but while doing so it would lose sight of itself, that materiality (if only of consci­
ousness) which is itself part of that 'real world'. What is this? Much of this text, 
like the English, you brmg to it. As an object, as a text, this text has particular 
qualities, taste. The typeface is Journal Roman; the paper, which measures 29"x 
41", is Rives BFK white; this black is the opaque black of Advance JRP-710 Jet 
Screen poster ink. This text is one of forty just like it, framed in a wooden frame 
and behind glass, signed, numbered and dated. All part of the conventions and con­
straints which are as much a part of this text, this discourse, as that text which you 
read when you read this. This text frames itself, but the discourse frames it. All 
th ose things you can't see, can't read, effect your seeing, your reading of this text 
and your seeing of this discourse. For various reasons this text is hanging here on 
t his wall. It is here, it is in this role, as something that means something. Is that 
why you are still reading? This text takes nothin~ for granted but it's still trapped. 
It wants to assert its own meaning but the meanmg still seems provided in advance. 
L.ook around you, do other things, parts of a larger discourse (or perhaps the same 
dIscourse) assume more than they gIve, more than they really mean? Is there a dis­
course (cultural, social, political) which is stronger than, and experienced before, 
you experience this? What this means (as a text, as art) is part of that same dis­
course which constructs a 'real world'. This discourse isn't just what we see, it is 
that through which we see. 
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Photo credit: Geoffrey Clements 
Jessica Diamond 
T. V. Telepathy, 1989 
Latex and acrylic paint on wall 
84' x 109' 
Collection of Robert Shiffler 
David Diao ' 
Revisions, 1990 
Acrylic and vinyl on canvas 

78' x 72' 






I Must Find Some Painters if 
Possible, 1990 
Acrylic on canvas 

78' x 72' 







Nancy Dwyer Jenny Holzer Jasper Johns' Mike Kelley 
Race Rage, 1990 Truisms, 1983 othrough 9, 1978 Let's Talk, 1987 
Rosewood , birch , walnut, ash, and 60" LED sign with red diodes Three-color lithograph, edition of Glued felt 
casters 65/16" x 60112" x 4112" sixty 94112" x 59" 
Four parts: dimensions variable Private collection 9W' x 7W' Collection of Metro Pictures, 
Courtesy of Josh Baer Gallery, Photo courtesy of Barbara ©1978 Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, New York 
New York Gladstone Gallery, New York California 
Jasper JohnsNAGA, New York , Joseph Kosuth 
General Idea Jenny Holzer* 1991 Text/Context (Conventional), 1978 
AIDS, 1988 Truisms, 1982 Silkscreen 
Silkscreen Spectator board, Times Square, larry Johnson* 361/4" x 45114" 
30" x 30" New York Untitled (Sampler), 1989 Collection of the Museum of 
Courtesy of the artists and Ealan Sponsored by The Public Art Cprint Contemporary Art, Dayton 
Wingate Gallery, New York Fund , Inc. 81W' x 61112" 
Photo courtesy of Barbara Courtesy of 303 Gallery, New York Joseph Kosuth ' 
Hachivi Edgar Heap of Birds Gladstone Gallery, New York Fetishism (Corrected) #2, 1988 
In Honor of Rain Forest, 1989 larry Johnson Offset on paper, silkscreen on wall . 
Stat photog rap h Robert Indianat Untitled (Which Dazzled the People neon and glass tubing 
Three panels, 56" x 42" each Love., 1967 of Ayr), 1989 104" x 72" 
Courtesy of the artist Screenprint, printed in color Cprint Collection of Robert Shiffler 
34" x 34" 81 W'x 61112" 
Hachivi Edgar Heap of Birds' Collection of The Museum of Courtesy of 303 Gallery, New York Barbara Kruger 
Telling Many Magpies, Telling Modern Art, New York Untitled (Love Is Something You 
Black Wolf, Telling Hachivi, 1990 Riva Castleman Fund 415.90 On Kawara Fall Into) , 1990 
Screenprint May 13, 1966, 1966 Photographic silkscreen/vinyl 
Printed and published by Robert Indiana' Liquitex on canvas 65 W' x 156" 
Brandywine Workshop , Love., 1966 10" x 13" Collection of Robert Shiffler 
Philadelphia Acrylic on canvas Courtesy of the artist and Sperone 
Courtesy of the artist 71 7/8" x 717fs" Westwater, New York Sean landers 
©1991 Indianapolis "RUN-ON" from Art, Life, and God 
Jane Hammond Museum of Art, On Kawara (text) , 1990 
Untitled (53), 1989 James E. Roberts Fund May 14, 1966, 1966 Ink on paper 
Oil on linen Liquitex on canvas 11" x 8W' 
76" x 60" Alfredo Jaar 10" x 13" Courtesy of Postmasters Gallery, 
Private collection Hope, Happiness, Freedom, 1990 Courtesy of the artist and Sperone New York 
Courtesy of Fiction/Nonfiction, Transparency in lightbox, edition of Westwater, New York 
New York five Sean landerst 
20112" x 20112" x 5112" On Kawara t Untitled (Sculpture), 1990 
Collection of the artist Sept. 14, 1915, 1975 Clay, metal, plastic 
Courtesy of Diane Brown Gallery, Liquitex on canvas 40" x 16" x 24" 
New York 10" x 13" Courtesy of Postmasters Gallery, 
The Gilbert and Lila Silverman New York 
Collection , Detroit 
WORDS &#5 

Cary Leibowitz Richard Prince Ed Ruscha Steve Wolfe 
There Are 2 Things . .. , 1990 How To Tell, 1989 Flash, L.A. Times, 1963 Untitled (The Ideal Fairy Tales), 
Wool carpet Acrylic and silkscreen on canvas Oil on canvas 1988-89 
96" x 144" 56" x 96" 72" x 67" Oil, rubber stamp, modelling paste 
Courtesy of the artist and Stux Collection of Robert Shiffler Collection of Mead Corporation, on linen, canvasboard and linen on 
Gallery, New York Dayton wood stretchers 
Tim Rollins + K.O.S. 12112" x 101/4" x 6" 
Cary Leibowitz The Temptation of Saint Antony: Susan Silas Courtesy of Diane Brown Gallery, 

I Will Make a Cubist Painting . .. , The Cainites, 1989-90 Bittersweet (Story of 0), 1990 New York 

1990 Mixed media on rag Vitri ne/chocolate Photo credit: Bill Jacobsen 

Rubber floor mat Eighteen framed units, 43112" x 32" x 26" x 20W' 

60" x 120" 159112" installed Courtesy of Fiction/Nonfiction, Steve Wolfe* 

Courtesy of the artist and Stux Courtesy of Jay Gorney Modern New York Nightstand (Unread Books), 1990 

Gallery, New York Art, New York Books: oil, enamel, silkscreen, 

Lorna Simpson modelling paste, wood, canvas; 
Annette Lemieux Kay Rosen Outline, 1990 bookends: bronze; table: wood, 
Where Am I?, 1988 Blanks, 1988 Two black-and-white silver prints, alkyd 
Latex on canvas Sign paint on canvas two plastic plaques 39114" x 23W' x 14" 
120" x 34" x 4" Two panels, 32" x 20" each 48" x 82" (diptych) Collection of the artist 
Collection of Emily Fisher Landau, Courtesy of the artist and Feature, Collection of Miani Johnson Courtesy of Diane Brown Gallery, 
New York New York Courtesy of Josh Baer Gallery, New York 
Courtesy of Josh Baer Gallery, New York 
New York Kay Rosen Christopher Wool/Richard Prince 
Out of Order, 1991 David Smith My Name, 1988 
Roy Lichtenstein* Sign paint on canvas, series of Master of War, 1990 Alkyd and flashe on aluminum and 
ART,1962 three Egg tempera, gold and aluminum steel 
Oil on canvas 75/8" x 201fs" leaf, encaustic and bole on 78" x 60" 
36" x 68" Courtesy of the artist and Feature, Masonite over Norcore Collection of Richard Prince 
Courtesy of Leo Castell i Gallery, New York 243/4" x 83112" Courtesy of Luhring Augustine 
New York Courtesy of P.P.Ow., New York Gallery, New York 
© 1991 Roy LichtensteinNAGA, Kay Rosen* 
New York Out of Order, 1991 Meyer Vaisman Christopher Wool 
Sign paint on canvas, series of Giorgio, 1990 Untitled (P81), 1988 
John Lindell three Cotton, ink on cotton Alkyd and flashe on aluminum 
T-CELL COUNT, 1989 75fs" x 201fs" 791/4" x 71 1/4" 84" x 60" 
Porcelain enamel on steel Courtesy of the artist and Feature, Courtesy of Sonnabend Gallery, Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey 
6" x 10" New York New York Winter 
Courtesy of Tom Cugliani Gallery, Photo cred it: Ivan Dalla Tana 
New York Kay Rosen* David Wojnarowicz 
Out of Order, 1991 Untitled, 1988-89 
Roman Opalka Sign paint on canvas, series of Acrylic and collage on Masonite * Not featured in exhibition 
OPALKA 1965/1- 00 three 39" x 32" t Featured in exhibition , not 
Detail 2785647-2806352 75fs" x 201fs" Private collection reproduced in catalogue 
Acrylic on canvas Courtesy of the artist and Feature, 
77" x 53" New York 
Courtesy of John Weber Gallery, 
New York 
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